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Abstract
We present an effective method to solve a small-footprint keyword spotting (KWS) task via deep neural network for mobile
game. Our goal is to improve the accuracy of KWS in various environments. To this end, we propose a new neural network layer named recycle-pooling. Extensive experiments indicate that our recycle-pooling based convolutional neural network (RP-CNN) indeed improves the performance of KWS in
both clean and noisy data for mobile game. We will perform live
demonstration of RP-CNN based KWS integrated into a fullsized, production-quality mobile game A3: Still Alive, which is
one of the major games from Netmarble this year and will be
available on market soon.
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Figure 1: A3: Still Alive with our RP-CNN based KWS system.
2.1. Feature extraction
We choose mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [3] for
1 second of PCM voice signal data with 16kHz sampling rate as
input feature to RP-CNN. Voice signal was converted to spectrogram using short-time Fourier transform (STFT) for each
512 samples window with hop size of 128 samples, and Hann
function [4] was applied as a window function. 128-filter
mel filterbank with 8kHz maximum frequency was used to get
mel-spectrogram from the output of STFT. We pick 40 coefficients from discrete cosine transform (DCT) result of the melspectrogram which forms a single MFCC feature frame. Finally
the input to RP-CNN is the 122 × 40 MFCC feature extracted
from 1 second signal (Figure 2).

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of mobile game industry, the needs
of speech based user interface is growing fast for various interactive scenarios such as driving car, cooking at home and any
hands busy situations. Recently deep learning based methods
show breakthrough progress for small-footprint keyword spotting (KWS) tasks [1]. Consequently KWS technology already
has been deployed in real life products e.g., Amazon echo, Apple homepod and Google home. However, in literature there is
no concrete work to use KWS in mobile game as speech based
user interface.
The difficulties to deploy KWS in mobile game are that
users could play game in any noisy places, which requires KWS
system to be robust to noisy data. To this end, we propose a new
neural network layer named recycle-pooling, which shows improved accuracy especially to noisy data. The useful behaviour
of our recycle-pooling based convolutional neural network (RPCNN) is summarized as follows.

2.2. Recycle-Pooling layer
The architecture of RP-CNN is given in Figure 2. While
the conventional CNN [5] based models usually use maxpooling, we use recycle-pooling for our RP-CNN. Max-pooling
is well-known operation in deep learning based classification
and detection especially in computer vision tasks. However
in a speech signal processing point of view, max-pooling gets
rid of important features for KWS. For example if we apply 2 × 2 kernel for max-pooling with stride 2, then 75%
of features, which may contain import information would be
dumped. Conversely there is no information loss in recyclepooling operation. Recycle-pooling layer reshapes the higher
resolution features into the lower resolution features via spatial re-arrangement. Therefore, recycle-pooling works as multiresolution operation, which may result in accuracy improvement. As shown in Figure 2, recycle-pooling reshapes 122 ×
40 × 64 feature map into 61 × 20 × 256.

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work try
to resolve KWS tasks for mobile game. We integrated
RP-CNN into our game A3: Still Alive, which will be
released soon [2] (Figure 1) .
• Our RP-CNN shows better performance for both clean
and noisy data, which make it possible to deploy KWS
in mobile game products.

3. Mobile SDK

2. RP-CNN

The system diagram of our KWS for both training procedures
and mobile SDK for inference is illustrated in Figure 3. The
SDK mainly consists of three parts, the first one is a module
for converting voice signal from microphone of the device to

In this section, we will first introduce our feature extraction
method for RP-CNN, then recycle-pooling layer is explained
in detail.
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Figure 2: The network architecture of RP-CNN for KWS tasks.

(a) Results on clean data

(b) Results on noisy data

Figure 4: ROC curves of the conventional CNN vs RP-CNN.
Figure 3: System diagram of our KWS for mobile game.

architecture as RP-CNN and the only difference is to use maxpooling instead of recycle-pooling. Higher the area under the
curve (AUC) value means better performance. As we can see
from Figure 4, our RP-CNN achieves better performance than
the conventional CNN model.

MFCC features through fast Fourier transform (FFT), applying
mel-filter bank and DCT. In the second part we choose TensorFlow Lite [6] from Google’s Firebase SDK as our inference
engine for its optimized operations designed for mobile devices.
And the last one is the averaged multi-frame prediction scheme
based on confidence scores generated from RP-CNN.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new neural network layer
named recycle-pooling and RP-CNN for KWS tasks, which
shows improved accuracy especially to noisy data. Experiments
confirm the useful behaviour of RP-CNN. We will do live KWS
demonstration integrated in our game A3: Still Alive on the spot.

4. Experiments
Our keyword “narc ya” pronounced as ["na:rkja:] and we collected positive dataset in various environments including office, home, cafeteria, driving car etc. For negative dataset,
we collected data from conversations on the radio and television. We also put some utterances which only contain partial
of the keyword as hard negative samples. Finally, the training
dataset consists of 50,000 positive samples from 109 people and
80,000 negative samples. We randomly select 10% as validation dataset. Models are trained 60 epochs with 256 batch size.
During training, for the first 56 epochs, we set the learning rate
as the 10−3 and for the rest epochs we set the learning rate as
10−4 .
For the test dataset, we additionally collected about 400 utterances from 13 people as positive samples and about the same
size for negative samples both in clean and noisy environments.
The performance of our RP-CNN and conventional CNN model
is measured by receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve,
with the measurements of false positive rate (FPR) and true positive rate (TPR). The conventional CNN uses exactly the same
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